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- BH verzija uskoro O nama : BHRaja.ca | TorontoRaja.com 2.01a

BHRaja.ca is a concept that has originated in December 2005. Originally established as TorontoRaja.com - the project
has been rebranded as BHRaja.ca to reflect the mission of informing, uniting and strengthening the BosnianHerzegovinian community in Canada. Click here to read more about BHraja.ca | TorontoRaja.com 2.01a.

What can I do here?

Stay Informed

BHRaja.ca | TorontoRaja.com 2.01a keeps you informed with daily news from areas encompassing Bosnia &
Herzegovina, the Balkans, the World, Sports, Magazine, Economy etc. You can keep abreast the Bosnian-Herzegovinian
topics in Canada. You can read interesting articles that promote culture, history, nature and multicultural wealth in the
best of Bosnia & Herzegovina section. For more interesting texts, head to the interviews and independent columns
sections. Check out what's happening in your area in the Local Events

Interact

Register first ( it's free - it only takes a moment )

The epicenter of BHRaja.ca | TorontoRaja.com 2.01is the Discussion Board - FORUM that is the central component in
bringing together the Bosnian-speaking population in Canada. You can interact about local topics in Regional
Discussions or you can check out what's happening in your area: the Local Events. Head here for the general BH Forum
for Canada. Many local organizations and clubs have dedicated Discussion Boards.

Create a Profile - Post Your Pictures

All registered users on BHRaja.ca | TorontoRaja.com 2.01 have dedicated personal space. You can view a list of all
members here. Every member has an individual photo gallery - Click here to view photos of each member. Once logged
in you can comment on or rate all photos. To upload a photo - log in - go to the Photo Gallery section - click on Upload
Photos and follow instructions. Create your own albums - Upload pictures to any category - Have fun.
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Don't forget to place your picture in the Members' Photo Gallery: Hey guy, add your photo here. Hey girl, upload your
photo here.

BHraja.ca offers a plethora of electronic cards for many an occasion. Once logged in find the photo you want to send to
your friends beneath it click on "Send as e-Card ".

Many custom desktop wallpapers can found in the Pozadine za Desktop | Wallpapers section of the Photo Gallery. If you
have quality photos of Bosnia & Herzegovina you want to share upload them here.

Download Music, E-books and Movies

Once you register you can download anything from the Downloads section. You cannot download more than 10 files a
day.

Exchange Music - MP3 requests

BHraja.ca provides an MP3 exchange to all its users. You need a song? Post the request in the MP3 exchange forum.
You have a song somebody wants? Upload it. Make sure you enter the title correctly ( Artist - Song Title ) and upload it it
in the right section.

Get the recipes for your favorite dishes

The BH Cookbook is a section dedicated to specialties from Bosnia & Herzegovina and ex-Yugoslavia.. This section is
updated frequently with new recipes.

Listen to TorontoRaja RADIO

TorontoRaja RADIO is the foremost Ex-Yu Internet Radio. Tune in 24/7 for the best in all genres of music from exYugoslavia. For musical requests and everything else visit Dj Ady's TorontoRaja RADIO section.

Watch local Videos

The TV sectional amalgamates all local video content shot by TorontoRaja TV cameras as well as other independent
footage covering all events related to Bosnia & Herzegovina in Canada.

Take a break, it's play time

If you fee like you need a break, play entertaining Internet games. Are you ready to set a high score record? Log in first
before playing - your nickname will be displayed should you run up a high score.
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RSS

Should you wish to keep yourself updated through RSS technology, visit the BHRaja.ca | TorontoRaja.com 2.01a RSS
section. Discussion RSS feeds are also available on the Forums

Contact Us

If you wish you contact us for whatever reason, please use the contact form.

Become a part of the team

You think you can grow by helping grown the BH brand in Canada? You have something to offer? Join the BHRaja.ca |
TorontoRaja.com 2.01a team.

Grow your Business - MARKETING

Feel like growing your business? Advertise on the main BH media in Canada. Register your business in the Bosnian &
Herzegovinian Business Directory for Canada.

Did you know?

Everyone can comment on any news/article. You do not need to be registered and can find the archive of comments on
Comments Forum.

Do you have an organization/society/club and need an Internet presence? Contact us to have your specific Forum on the
most popular BH media in Canada.

Do you have questions, suggestions, ideas or troubles using the website? Ask away here.

Downloads: Registered users have a limit of 10 downloads a day. You can upload a maximum of 50 MBs of files - If you
are an active user contact the administration to have your download/upload privileges upgraded.

Are you looking for a answer but can't find it? Post your questions in this forum.
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